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GENERATION OF SEISMIC WAVES BY EXPLOSIONS IN 
PRESTRESSED MEDIA 
~VL NAFI TOKS/JZ, I~ER C. THOMSON, AND TtIOMAS J. AHRENS 
ABSTRACT 
The mechanisms of generation of seismic waves by an explosion in prestressed 
media are studied using both field seismograms and controlled laboratory ex- 
periments. LRSM seismograms from the underground nuclear explosion BILBY 
are analyzed to determine the source parameters from the radiated Love and 
Rayleigh waves. From the normalized amplitudes of Rayleigh waves as well os the 
Love-Rayleigh amplitude ratios, a composite source consisting of an isotropic explo- 
sion and a double couple is synthesized for the explosion and the associated tectonic 
strain release. From BILBY and other explosions studied by similar techniques, it is 
found that the tectonic strain energy release strongly depends on the medium prop- 
erties in the immediate vicinity of the explosion. For "harder" media (such as 
granite) the tectonic strain energy release and the relative amplitude of Love 
waves are significantly higher than for softer media such as alluvium. Source-time 
functions of Love waves associated with the explosions are closer to time functions 
of earthquakes than to those of explosions. 
The mechanisms of the pre-existing strain energy release by explosive sources are 
studied in two separate laboratory experiments. In a one-dimensional experiment 
where an explosive source is detonated in a rod stressed in torsion, the S-wave 
amplitudes are found to be linearly proportional to prestrain. In the second experi- 
ment, radiation of seismic waves and the near-source phenomena of explosive 
sources in prestressed plates are studied by photoelastic as well as strain gauge 
observations. The generation of S-waves is greatly enhanced by the prestress 
condition. It is found that extended cracking (faulting) occurs along directions 
determined by the prestress field. The transverse (SH) waves are generated 
primarily by the relaxation of the stress field along these cracks. The explosion- 
generated cavity alone could not account for the radiated transverse seismic 
energy. 
INTRODUCTION 
Seismic surface and body waves generated by underground explosions and recorded 
at distant stations quite often show characteristics differing from those of an ideal 
explosive point source in a homogeneous medium. Most notable among these differences 
are the presence of Love waves and the azimuthal asymmetry of the Rayleigh-wave 
radiation patterns. Through numerous studies, it has been shown that the Love waves 
are produced at the source region, although the exact mechanism of their generation 
still cannot be clearly defined. The purpose of this paper is to present and interpret 
data, obtained from underground nuclear explosions and controlled laboratory experi- 
ments, on seismic waves generated by explosive sources in stressed media. 
There have been a number of studies dealing with the radiation patterns and the 
generation of SH-type seismic waves by underground nuclear explosions (Press and 
Arehambeau, 1962; Brune and Pomeroy, 1963; Aki, 1964; ToksSz et al., 1964; Toks6z 
et al., 1965; Toks6z, 1967; Kehrer, 1969; Molnar et al., 1969; Tsai and Aki, 1971). In 
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addition, there are a number of previous theoretical studies on the problems of seismic- 
wave generation by explosions (Zvolinskii, 1960; Bishop, 1963; Alverson, 1964; 
Cisternas, 1964; Butkovich, 1965; Archambeau, 1968). Difficulties in describing wave 
propagation from nuclear explosions arise because of very high stresses involved. In 
the immediate vicinity of the explosion, shock phenomena dominate, whereas in the 
far zone, elastic behavior prevails. The transition region is extremely important o the 
understanding of seismic-wave generation, yet this region is extremely difficult to de- 
scribe mathematically. 
In the description of this complex problem, difficulties arise both in mathematical 
formulation and from inadequate knowledge of the behavior of geological materials 
under shock loading. In the zone immediately around tile explosion, relatively small 
volume, hydrodynamic compressible flow equations can be used without major assump- 
tions or approximations. In the zones where the rocks are crushed and cracked, how- 
ever, neither fluid nor elastic behavior can be assumed, and a semiempirical treatment 
based on approximations and available data must be followed. If the explosion is placed 
in a medium where tectonic stresses exist, other complications arise from the stress 
relaxation around the cavity, the crushed zone, and the zone of numerous hock-in- 
duced cracks. 
Controlled laboratory experiments can provide some of the information eeded for 
the understanding of seismic-wave generation by explosions in prestressed media. Some 
experiments have been conducted in the field using explosive sources in soil (Kisslinger 
et al., 1961 ). Other model experiments have been carried out in the laboratory using 
explosive sources in prestressed plates. In these tests, the radiation patterns of seismic 
compressional nd shear waves were observed with various transducers and oscillo- 
scopes (Kim and Kisslinger, 1967; Kisslinger and Oupta, 1963). Most recently, photo- 
elastic techniques have been used to observe wave generation and propagation in 
prestressed media (Thomson et al., 1969). 
In this paper, we will treat, in three steps, the problem of mechanisms of seismic- 
wave generation by explosive sources in prestressed media. First, we describe the 
radiation pattern of surface waves from a typical underground explosion at the Nevada 
Test Site. We determine its source mechanism by using an amplitude qualization 
scheme. In part two, we describe the results of laboratory experiments in which ex- 
plosive sources were detonated in plates under different prestress conditions. Here, 
the mechanisms of seismic-wave generation, crack formation, and source complications 
were observed using dynamic photoelasticity and high-speed photographic techniques. 
Finally, we interpret he field observations in light of laboratory findings. 
FIELD OBSERVATIONS 
Seismic waves from a large number of the U. S. underground explosions have been 
well-recorded by Long Range Seismic Measurements (LRSM), World Wide Standard 
Seismographic Network (WWSSN) and other seismograph stations in North America. 
LRSM stations provide the best recordings of surface waves in the period range of 
10 to 40 sec. Most of the large explosions detonated in relatively hard geological media 
(granite, tuff) generate Love waves in addition to Rayleigh waves. Two examples of 
Love waves from explosions are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Explosions in loose alluvium 
and salt domes, and collapse vents following explosions, do not generate a significant 
amount of Love waves. The main body of this study is devoted to the understanding 
of the generation of these transverse waves. Some sources that must be considered are: 
(1) relaxation of the prestressed medium around the explosion-generated cavity, (2) 
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triggering of an earthquake by the explosion, (3) radiation from explosion-induced 
cracks in the medium, and (4) a combination of all of these. 
In order to resolve this problem, it is useful to first determine the radiation patterns 
of Rayleigh and Love waves. A group of explosions have been studied using the am- 
plitude equalization method (Toks6z, et al., 1964, 1965; Toks6z, 1967; Kehrer, 1969). 
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FIG. 1. Long-period seismograms of the BILBY explosion (origin time: 17:00:00 GMT, depth: 
700 m, medium: tuff, equivalent magnitude: mb = 5.8) at two LRSM stations: CP-CL (Campo, 
California, A = 482 kin) and FR-MA (Forsyth, Montana, A = 1282 kin). Time marks are 10 see 
apart. Z indicates vertical, R and T the horizontal components, respectively. Numbers are relative 
magnification of each component. Note the absence of Love waves at FR-MA. 
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FIG. 2. Love and Rayleigh waves from the explosion GREELEY,  recorded at Kansas City, 
Missouri. Z, H are vertical and horizontal components, respectively. 
Here, we illustrate the method with data from the nuclear explosion BILBY de- 
tonated at the Nevada Test Site on September 13, 1963 at 17:00:00 GS~[T. 
RADIATION OF SEISMIC WAVES FROI~I THE B ILBY  EXPLOSION 
BILBY generated Rayleigh and Love waves which were well-recorded ata number of 
LRSM stations. The station distribution is shown in Figure 3. The Love waves could 
be identified easily since the long-period horizontal instruments were generally oriented 
in radial and transverse directions relative to the source. Furthermore, for a con- 
tinental path, Love waves have higher group velocities than Rayleigh waves in the 
period range of interest. 
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Radiation pattern of Rayleigh waves. Under ideal conditions, the radiation pattern 
can be obtained by correcting the observed amplitudes for instrument response, 
geometric spreading, and attenuation effects. In practice, however, the geological condi- 
tions are complicated and the absolute amplitude method is not very effective (ToksSz 
and Clermont, 1967 ). Thus, a method of normalization must be considered. The source 
and the propagation factors cannot be isolated from each other. Therefore, we must 
consider methods in which one of the variables is held constant while the effect of the 
other is investigated. We used two methods for the study of relative amplitudes to 
determine the radiation pattern from BILBY. In the first, we normalize the amplitudes 
of the Rayleigh waves generated by the explosion (equivalent magnitude mb = 5.8) to 
those of the collapse vent (rob = 4.5) that followed at 17 : 31: 20.5 GMT. In the second, 
we used the ratio of the Love- and Rayleigh-wave amplitudes to obtain a source func- 
tion. 
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FIG. 3. Distribution of LRSN[ stations which recorded waves from BILBY in North America. 
"Star" indicates hot location. 
The collapse of the cavity (formed by the explosion) seems to provide an excellent 
reference for normalization. When the amplitude ratios of the explosion- and collapse- 
generated waves are taken, the propagation and instrument effects completely can- 
cel out, and the ratio directly reflects the source ffects. In previous tudies, it was found 
that the radiation pattern from the postexplosion collapse was, in general, more sym- 
metric than the pattern from the explosion. The azimuthally uniform amplitudes as 
well as the absence of prominent Love waves were evidence of this radial symmetry 
(ToksSz, 1967). If we assume that the BILBY collapse had a radially uniform radia- 
tion pattern, then the explosion to collapse ratio would indicate whether the explosion 
was a symmetric source. 
The ratios of peak amplitudes of the Rayleigh waves are shown in Figure 4 as a 
function of azimuth. The peak amplitudes were read directly from the long-period 
records of the LRSM stations and correspond to Rayleigh waves in the period range of 
16 to 20 sec. In a few instances, the spectrM ratios were computed, and these, on the 
average, showed a similar radiation pattern as the peak amplitudes. 
The azimuthal coverage in Figure 4 is far from being complete, but in the north and 
northeast directions, where there is a sufficient number of observations, the deviation 
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from a uniform ratio is clear. If we assume that the radial nonuniformity of the radia- 
tion pattern from the explosion was due to some form of tectonic omplication (such as 
the relaxation of the medium due to the cavity or induced rupture), we can include 
this effect by superimposing a multipolar term on the explosive source. Both seismic 
model experiments and theoretical studies indicate that at large distances from the 
source, a double-couple type source function is a good representation for tectonic strain 
release (Honda, 1962; Burridge and Knopoff, 1964; Arehambeau, 1968). Then, the 
displacements observed at a distant station can be written as the vectorial sums of 
those due to an explosive source and to a double couple. 
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FIG. 4. The radiation pattern of normalized 1%ayleigh waves for BILBY. The points are the 
ratio of the amplitudes of explosion-generated o collapse-generated Rayleigh w~ves. The curve 
is the theoretical radiation pattern for a composite source consisting of an explosion and an or- 
thogonal double-couple. 
Using the notation of Toks6z, et al. (1965), we can write the far-field expressions for 
the Rayleigh-wave ground displacements from a near-surface explosive source. 
We(~) _ (2~rr) l/~cl kR½(U°*) A~(~)T(°~)exp( -TRr )exp[ i ( ( z t -kRr -¢~~oo 
+ 3~/4)] 
(2vr) ~/2 \Wo/  AR(~)T(~) exp (- 'yRr) exp [i(~t - k.r - ~t 
- 3~/4) ]  
V~(o~) = O. (1) 
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Where Cl is a constant proportional to source strength, W~ (~o), Us (o~), V~ (co) are the 
vertical, radial, and tangential components of the displacement,/~, is the wave number, 
r is the radial distance, ~ is the Rayleigh-wave attenuation coefficient. AR is the medium 
response for Rayleigh waves due to a vertical force, U0 and W0 are the components of
particle velocity at the surface. T (w) and 4o~ (~) are the amplitude and the phase spectra 
of the source-time function. The displacements due to an orthogonal, horizontal 
double-couple source are (Ben-Menahem and Harkrider, 1964; Toks6z et al., 1965) 
We~(~o) - c2 lc~ ( (7o*~ AR(~o)T '  (~o) sin 20 exp (-~/Rr) 
(27rr) 1/2 \ -~o/  
• exp [i(o~t -- kRr --  Or' H- 37r/4)] 
Ud~(a~) -- c2 k~ (~7o*~ AR(o~)T' (co)  sin 20 exp (--~Rr) 
(27rr) 1/2 \~oo/  
• exp [i(o~t --  k , r  --  4~t' --  3~r/4)] 
c2 k~ AL(~)T'(~) cos 20(-y~r) Vd~(~) (2~r), 2
• exp [i(o~t - kLr -- Or' --  37r/4)]. (2) 
The subscripts R and L refer to Rayleigh and Love waves, respectively, c2is the source 
constant, and the angle 0 is measured counterclockwise from the principal plane (i.e., 
fault plane) of the double couple. 
The far-field displacements of Rayleigh and Love waves from a composite source 
consisting of an explosion and horizontal double couple can be written from (1) and (2). 
v.~ = w~(~,) + wdo(~) 
T ' (w)  
-= We(w)  1 + F 
u~ = v~(~) .  
sin 20 exp [i(SOt)]} 
(3) 
F is the relative strength of the double couple, 80t = q~t' - q~t is the phase difference of 
two time functions. The term with the factor sin 20 gives the azimuthal dependence of
the Rayleigh-wave radiation. 
If we assume that the source-time functions are approximately the same for an 
explosion and the multipolar source in the period range of interest (i.e., T = T'), 
equation (3) becomes 
UR~ = We (1 -t- F sin 20) 
U L ~ Vdc  . 
The motion from the collapse of the cavity can be represented by 
(UR~)oonap.~e = C3We exp (iq~) 
(4) 
(5) 
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where Ca is the relative amplitude and 4~ is the phase of time function relative to the 
explosion. From previous studies, it was found that at long periods (T ~ 20 see), 
explosion and collapse pairs had similar spectra except for a phase term ~ ~ ~r (Brune 
and Pomeroy, 1963; Smith, 1963; Toks6z et al., 1964). With the above formulations 
and assumptions, the theoretical Rayleigh-wave displacement ratios for a given ex- 
plosion-collapse pair can be written as 
(UR)e~,lo,io. _ C'[1 + F sin 20]. 
( U.)oon , o 
(6) 
In Figure 4 the theoretical curve is computed using (6). Choosing C', F, and the orien- 
tation of the double couple to fit tile data best, we find C' = 12, F = 0.47, and the 
reference direction for the double-couple principal plane (i.e., "fault plane" ) 0 = 340 °. 
With these data, the fit is good. The above figures mean that the explosion-generated 
f l  
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]PIG. 5. Ray]eigh-wave amplitude response of the layered medium to an explosive source near the 
surface, with impulsive t ime function. 
surface waves were 12 times larger than those of the collapse, and that the relative 
strength of the double-couple force was 0.47 times that of the explosion. 
Amplitude ratios of the Love and Rayleigh waves. The Love waves generated by the 
explosions can also be used to determine the nature of the source mechanism. Accord- 
ing to our formulation, the Love waves will be generated by the tectonic omponent of 
the source. In determining the radiation pattern, we will again use a normalization 
scheme to minimize the effects of propagation paths and recorder magnifications. 
Since we do not have a pure Love-wave source that can be used as a reference, we will 
normalize to Rayleigh waves. 
The ratio of the Love-wave amplitude to the Z component of the Rayleigh waves 
generated by the explosion can be written using equations (1), (2), (3), and (4). 
laJ 
i -  
_J 
0 -  
i u,..I 
F]c~ AL cos 20 
(1 + F sin 20)/c~ A, (U0*/W0) exp [-r(~,L -- 7,)]. (7) 
In writing (7), it was assumed that the source-time functions T (co) and T' (~o) were the 
same for both the explosion and the double-couple component. Furthermore, as in the 
previous ection, it is assumed that. the tectonic ontribution can be represented as a 
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FIG. 6. Love-wave amplitude response of the medium to a double-couple source near the surface. 
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FIG. 7. Love-wave to Rayleigh-wave vertical component Fourier amplitude spectral ratio at four 
stations. Dashed lines are the ratios of peak amplitudes measured in time domain. 
double couple. Thus the Love waves are those generated by  a double couple, and the 
Ray le igh waves are the vector ia l  sum of those due to the explosion and due to the 
double couple. 
In  using (7) we must  compute kL, A~,, k~, An ,  (U0*/l~0), ~/L, 7~. These quant i t ies  
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/~1/2 A 1#.:12 A are functions of the frequency for a given earth structure. Fortunately, ,~L ~L/~R R 
is a monotonic and slowly varying function of frequency in the spectral range of our 
interest. Thus, the effect of the structure is minimized by the normalization process, 
and an imprecise knowledge of structure does not limit the applicability of the method. 
We took one average structure for the Western United States given by Alexander 
(1963) and computed the amplitude response for the Rayleigh (A R) and the Love (A L) 
0 o 
270 ° - 90  e 
180  ° 
FIG. 8. Ampl i tude  rat ios of the exp los ion-generated Love and Ray le igh  waves  (UL/URz) as a 
funct ion  of az imuth .  The  theoretical curve is for the  compos i te  source descr ibed in F igure  4. 
waves. The method and programs of Harkrider (1964) were used in these computations. 
The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
In computing the Love to Rayleigh amplitude ratios from the long-period recordings 
on the LRS2~[ stations, we used the peak amplitudes. In eases where spectra were com- 
puted, they peaked at about T = 18 see. Spectral ratios are shown in Figure 7 for 
four stations, together with the ratio of peak amplitudes. On the average, the agreement 
is good enough to justify the use of peak amplitudes, with the understanding that the 
results are valid only in the T = 15- to 20-see period range. At longer periods, U~/UR~ 
ratios generally tend to increase as seen for stations CP-CL and CP02 in Figure 7. 
All the available U~/UR~ data from BILBY are shown in Figure 8, as well as the 
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theoretical curve based on equation (7). The reference plane for double-couple orienta- 
tion (plane of 00 = 340 °) and the relative strength F = 0.47 are the same values that 
were determined from the explosion-to-collapse Rayleigh-wave ratios. The agreement 
between the observed ata and the theoretical curve can be considered good. 
The consistency ofone single source model for both the Rayleigh- and the Love-wave 
radiation patterns i encouraging. Although this is not a definite proof, it gives support 
to our method of synthesizing the source and to our assumptions. 
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FIG. 10. Ground displacement spectra (corrected for instrument response). 
SOURCE-TIME FUNCTION OF B ILBY  
The source-time function of the explosion can be determined from the recordings of 
the motion at distant stations by correcting for the instrument response and the re- 
sponse of the propagation medium. In this study, we will use an average structure and 
use only the amplitude response, since the accuracy of phase spectra depends very 
strongly on exact knowledge of the structure. 
The Raylcigh waves recorded at three stations are first corrected for the instrument 
response to obtain the true ground displacement. These stations are Kanab, Utah 
(KN-UT), Campo, California (CP-CL), and Winnemucca, Nevada (WI-NV). They 
represent excellent azimuthal coverage at fairly close distances (see Figure 3). Rayleigh- 
wave pulses, filtered in the passband T = 6 to 40 sec, are shown in Figure 9 for two 
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stations. Ground displacement spectra (Figure 10) are obtained by correcting the 
Fourier amplitude spectrum for the instrument response (for instrument response see 
the report: "Long Range Seismic Measurements, BILBY," prepared for AFTAC by 
the Data Analysis and Technique Development Center, Teledyne, Inc., DATDC 
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FIG. 11. Ampl i tude spectra of source-t ime funct ion after correction for propagat ion effects. 
Circles indicate data uncorrected for at tenuat ion;  triangles indicate the data corrected taking Q = 
100. Lines are theoretical  curves for source-t ime funct ion shown in F igure 12. 
Report No. 87, September 13, 1963). These spectra represent he product of the 
source amplitude spectrum and the response of the layered medium (i.e., propagation 
path) to Ray]eigh waves. The medium response includes the effects of attenuation and 
the source depth. 
To determine the source function, we must correct he ground displacement for the 
propagation factor. This was done using the impulse response of the medium (Figure 
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5) as given by equation (1). The effect of attenuation was removed using ~R = ~rf/UQ 
where U is the group velocity and Q was assumed to be 100, independent of frequency. 
The corrected spectra re shown in Figure 11. This presumably represents he spectrum 
of the source-pressure function. 
The interpretation of amplitude spectra in terms of a time function requires incor- 
porating either phase data or some other constraint. We will follow Toks6z, et al. 
(1964) and assume that the pressure pulse has the form p (t) = pot exp ( -~t) .  The 
whole problem now consists of determining the parameter n from the spectra. A value 
of ~ = 1.5 seems to agree well with the observations as shown in Figure 11. 
Discrepancies at periods longer than T = 30 sec are attributed to the effects of lateral 
heterogeneities and low signal to noise ratio. Scattering effects and possible variation 
of Q versus frequency may contribute to the deviations. The time function is given in 
Figure 12. 
We must note here that the p (t) we determined represents he stress-wave form not 
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FIG. 12. The Rayleigh-wave source-time function for B ILBY at the boundary of the seismic zone 
where strains are infinitesimal. 
at the source but at some distance from the point of detonation. Since we used a 
linear theory based on infinitesimal strains to correct for propagation and attenuation 
effects, our corrections are valid only to the boundary of the region where these condi- 
tions are met. This may be at a distance of several kilometers from the source point. 
We must clarify one other aspect of Figure 12: the pressure pulse was based on data in 
the period range of 10 to 35 sec, so we could not see any of the fine features of the 
pulse that would be observable primarily in the high-frequency components. Neither 
could we see a small residual permanent displacement or strain. Even with these 
limitations, the shape of the time function shown in Figure 12 is similar to (although 
somewhat broader than) those of close-in measurements (Wistor, e$ al., 1963; Perrett, 
1968). The source-time function varies since it is dependent on the yield of the ex- 
plosion, the medium, and shot depth. In general, larger explosions have broader pulses 
(smaller ~/ values). Other investigators have also proposed a step-function for the 
source model on the basis of surface-wave data (Tsai and Aki, 1971). However, the 
available close-in acceleration measurements (Perrett, 1968) and near-field strain 
data (Smith, et al., 1969) indicate larger stresses at the beginning of the pulse than 
toward the tail. These emphasize the need for spectral data near the source over a 
broad period range for future detailed source studies. 
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To examine the source function of the Love waves generated by BILBY,  we chose 
four stations where Love waves are well separated from Rayleigh-wave interference 
and corrected the spectra for the instrument response and the response of the layered 
medium for an orthogonal double-couple source. The resultant spectra of the source- 
time function are shown in Figure 13, and their shapes are consistent for all four stations. 
From the comparison of Figures 11 and 13, it is obvious that the source-time func- 
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tion of the explosion-generated Rayleigh waves and that of the Love waves is quite 
different. The Love waves seem to be richer in low-frequency components. From the 
available amplitude data in a relatively narrow frequency band, we carmot determine 
the time function of Love waves. I t  appears to be between a step function and a ramp, 
if we assume a point source near the surface, a value of Q = 100, and if we ignore the 
effects of source volume. With these limitations, a step function with a rise time on the 
order of a few seconds may be an acceptable approximation for Love waves. 
The source spectra of the Rayleigh and Love waves generated by explosions are 
important because they contain information about the mechanism of the Love-wave 
generation. The differences demonstrated above are significant. They indicate that an 
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explosion may trigger the Love-wave radiation, but it probably does not control its 
time history. The Love-wave source spectra are closer to those of earthquakes than to 
the spectra of explosion-generated Rayleigh waves. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPLOSIONS.  
In determining the source properties of the BILBY explosion, we followed the same 
procedures that were used in our earlier studies of the HARDHAT,  HAYMAKER,  
SEDAN and SHOAL explosions, as well as in some later events (Toks6z, et al., 1965; 
Kehrer, 1969; Toks6z et al., 1971). Here, we will compare the BILBY results with 
those of other explosions, which are tabulated in Table 1. 
The most significant result is that BILBY, like the HAYMAKER and SHOAL 
explosions, generated Love waves. The source mechanism in all cases can be explained 
in terms of an ideal radial explosive source superimposed on a tectonic source of double- 
TABLE 1 
LIST OF EXPLOSIONS AND RELATIVE STRENGTH OF DOUBLE-COUPLE COMPONENTS 
Double-Couple 
Strength Fault 
Explosion Date Region Medium (T - 20 Azimuth 
sec) (deg) 
HARDHAT 2-15-62 Yucca F la t  (n. end) Granite 3.00 330 ° 
SHOAL 12-26-63 Fal lon, Nevada Grani te  0.90 346 ° 
CHARTREUSE 5-6-66 Pahute  Mesa Rhyol i te 0.94 353 ° 
HALF  BEAK 6-30-66 Pahute  Mesa Rhyol i te 0.67 345 ° 
Zeolitized 
BENHAM 12-19-68 Pahute  Mesa Tuff 0.85 345 ° 
CORDUROY 12-3-65 Yucca F lat  Quarzite 0.72 347 ° 
CUP 3-26-65 Yucca F lat  Tuff 0.55 200 ° 
B ILBY  9-13-63 Yucca F lat  Tuff 0.47 340 ° 
TAN 6-3-66 Yucca F lat  Tuff 0.39 340 ° 
HAYMAKER 6-27-62 Yucca F lat  Al luvium 0.33 340 ° 
SEDAN 7-6-62 Yucca F lat  A l luvium 0 - -  
SALMON 10-22-64 Hat t iesburg ,  Miss. Salt 0 - -  
GNOME 12-10-61 Carlsbad, New Mexico Salt 0 - -  
couple form. The orientation and relative strength of the double couple seem to be 
controlled by the properties of the medium and the orientation of the tectonic axes in 
the source region. BILBY (in tuff) and HAYMAKER (in alluvium) were located 
about 5 km apart. The radiation patterns of Rayleigh waves are almost identical. 
In both eases, the principal plane of the double-couple is oriented in the direction 
0 = 340 °. Other explosions in the same general area give similar orientation. In the 
SHOAL explosion, which was fired in a completely different, area, the orientation of 
the double couple was in very good agreement with those of earthquakes in the area 
(ToksSz et al., 1965). These facts suggest hat multipolar contributions to the radia- 
tion patterns are controlled by the general tectonic features of the region. 
The relative strength of the tectonic (double-couple) contribution to the radiation 
pattern seems to be controlled by the properties of the medium in which the explosion 
is detonated. This is demonstrated by the observation that. for explosions in salt 
domes (GNOME and SALMON) and loose alluvium (SEDAN), the source functions 
did not have multipolar components (i.e., F = 0). For HAYMAKER,  which was 
buried deep in alluvium, a value F = 0.33 was determined. For BILBY (in tuff) F 
was 0.47, and for SHOAL, which was fired in granite, F was equal to 0.9. HARDHAT 
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was another explosion in granite, and it had an F value greater than 1.0. These and ten 
other explosions recently studied (ToksSz, et al., 1971 ) indicate an increase of F with 
increasing rock strength and, hence, strain energy capacity of the medium.  
F rom these examples we cannot determine conclusively whether the multipolar 
component  of the seismic energy radiation is due to release of some of the strain energy 
accumulated in the medium,  due to fracturing or due to earthquake triggering. Our  
laboratory model  experiments, described below, will help to clarify some of these 
points. 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 
Laboratory experiments can, in principle, provide a better physical understanding 
of explosive seismic sources than field observations because the explosive source 
strength, prestress field, and elastic properties of the medium can be varied in a known 
way. Two separate laboratory experiments were carried out with explosions in pre- 
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FIG. 14. Laboratory set-up for one-dimensional experiment. Stress waves from an explosive source 
in a rod under torsion are recorded by strain gauges. 
stressed media. The first experiment utilized a rod stressed in torsion, an explosive 
source, and strain gauges. The second set of experiments was performed with point 
sources in a prestressed two-dimensional plate model. Photoelastic techniques and high- 
speed photography were utilized to determine the shot effects in the source region, 
radiation of stress waves, and the crack formation as a function of medium properties 
and prestress levels 
STRESSED ROD EXPERIMENT. 
A simple one-dimensional laboratory experiment, giving insight into the basic 
physical mechanisms involved in the production of stress waves from explosive sources 
in prestressed media, is shown in Figure 14. Plexiglas rods 1.27 cm in diameter, and of 
varying lengths up to 2 m, were stressed in torsion. A few centimeters from one end, 
a bridge wire was inserted in a close-fitting diametric hole and exploded with a 100- 
joule source. This was adequate nergy to sever the end of the rod leaving the remainder 
of the rod free from the torsional restraints holding it. The resulting radiated waves were 
recorded by strain gauges placed on the rod circumference at various distances from 
the shot but oriented at 45 ° to the rod axis. Typically, four gauges were used, one 
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recording directly onto an oscilloscope, and all four were recording on magnetic tape. 
The gauges were also read statically before firing the bridge wire source to provide a 
measure of the prestrMn. 
Typical oscillogram tracings from four shots at different prestress levels are shown 
in Figure 15. Two outstanding pulses on the oscillogram are the one-dimensionM 
equivalents of P and S waves. Velocities measured, using gauges at severM distances 
from the source, identify these as the rod wave (P) and torsion wave (S), respectively. 
The distinctive wave shapes for P and S pulses in Figure 15 indicate that P-wave shape 
is controlled by the time function of the explosive source. The S-wave is characterized 
by a step-function i put corresponding to the permanent relaxation of the torsional 
strain in the medium. 
A number of oscillograms were obtained at various prestrain levels but with the 
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S 
A = 45cm ~ r a i n :  0.005  
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I 00  ,u. sec 
FIG. 15. Strain-gauge s ismograms from one-dimensional experiment a different prestress values. 
same explosive source. The amplitudes of the P and S waves are plotted as a function 
of the prestrain level in Figure 16. It is quite apparent that the amplitude of the S-wave, 
due to strain release, increases linearly with an increase in the prestressing field while 
the P-wave amplitude remains constant. From the zero intercept imes for both P 
and S waves in time-distance plots, it can be concluded that, at the precision level of 
this experiment, here was no evidence of a different origin time for P than for S. 
Furthermore, the observed time function of radiated S-waves (Figure 15) can be 
characterized asa Heaviside step function, as seen through response of strain gauges. 
This is consistent with the source-time function observations for the Rayleigh waves 
and the Love waves from the BILBY explosion, as determined above. 
Two-DIMENSIONAL PttOTOELASTTC EXPERIMENTS 
The one-dimensional experiment cannot be used to model the spatial variation of 
radiation pattern from explosive sources in prestressed media. However, a close simula- 
tion of the underground explosions can be achieved by using two-dimensional modeling 
techniques. 
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The experimental procedure used in this study involved glass and plexiglas plates 
stressed in tension or shear. The explosive source was simulated by a small radial shot 
and the source and radiation fields were obsel~ced by dynamic photoelastic techniques. 
In addition to the above, strain gauge measurements, similar to those of Kim and 
Kisslinger (1967), were carried out simultaneously. The use of glass as a model material 
was important because its shock-loading properties are closer to those of rock-forming 
silicates than are the properties of more ductile, but experimentally more convenient, 
plastics or metals. 
Figure 17 shows in outline the apparatus used in our two-dimensional work. Explo- 
sive excitation of the model was provided by a closed loop of mild detonating fuse 
(MDF). This induced a radial shock source in the plate as the shock wave from the 
detonation i the ~/[DF entered the plate model simultaneously from both sides. The 
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FIG. 16. Ampl i tudes  of P and S waves as a funct ion  of p res t ra in .  
model was surrounded by polarizing optics so that the explosion process, cracking, 
wave generation and propagation could be made visible to the high-speed framing 
camera by means of the photoelastic effect. Suitably-conditioned, intense paraxial 
illumination was provided by the Argon bomb, a front-surface mirror, and the Fresnel 
lens. A much more detailed iscussion of the experimental technique, the methods of 
using dynamic photoelastic observations (isochromatics and isoclinics) to identify 
seismically interesting features, is given in an earlier paper by Thomson et al. (1969), 
and we will not further elaborate on it here. 
In the following section, we will investigate in detail both the propagation of the 
stress waves from the shot and the characteristics of the cracking phenomena. 
Stress-wave propagation in a stressed plate. To understand the fringe patterns hown 
in Figures 18, 21, and 25, it is necessary to introduce some basic definitions and results 
of some calculations. 
Upon passage through a stressed p]ate model, monochromatic, circularly polarized 
light becomes polarized in two orthogonal directions. These are parallel to the principal 
stress directions in the plane of the plate. Since the light polarized in each direction 
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experiences a different velocity in traversing the model, an interference ffect (iso- 
chromatics) is observed when the two components of the incident beams are combined 
upon passage through the analyzer. The isoehromatie fringes are proportional to the 
difference in the principal stresses (~1 - ~2) and, hence, the maximum shearing stress. 
The fringe order n is thus given by 
2h 
J 
(8) 
where r,~ is the maximum shear stress, h is the plate thickness, and f is the constant 
of proportionality which is wavelength dependent. Therefore, if white light is used to 
illuminate the model, the isoehromatic effect is a multicolored interference pattern. 
In plane polarized light, an additional set of extinctions, called the isoelinics, are 
/ 
~ / .~'V CAMERA 
~CO M p~ARBSG ~ pL OS, V ~LATE L ~ DETON:;;LOOP ~BUNKER 
DETONATOR 
FIG. 17. Experimental set-up for the two-dimensional dynamic photoelastic studies of explosive 
sources in prestressed media. 
seen wherever the principal stress directions are parallel or perpendicular to the pass 
directions of the polarizer and analyzer. In this experiment, polarizer and analyzer were 
oriented at 45 ° and 135 °. Thus in the unstressed plate ease, shot-generated P waves 
will have isoelinics in directions 0 = 45 °, 135 °, 225 °, 315 °. The S-waves from the same 
source will have isoelinies at 0 = 0 °, 90 °, 180 ° and 270 °. The isoelinies are used to 
identify the wave types (P or S) in these experiments. 
Examples of isoehromatics and isoelinics from a shot in an unstressed plexiglas 
plate are shown in Figalre 18. Note that these patterns are very dear for P-waves, but 
less clear for S-waves which were much smaller in amplitude. In fact, S-waves can be 
identified in this ease on the basis of the isoelinies. The theoretical isoehromatie and 
isoelinie pattern for a radial transient source in a plate (Thomson, et al., 1969) is 
given in Figure 19. 
To better understand the isoehromaties in the immediate vicinity of the shot where 
wave forms change, we made a theoretical calculation for the cylindrical source in a 
plate. The analytic formulations of this problem have been given by Kromm (1948). 
The numerical solution of the integral equation has been discussed by Barker, Toks6z, 
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FIG. 18. I soehromat ics  and  isocl inics f rom a shot  in unst ressed  ~- in  th ick  plexiglas.  In te r f rame 
t ime is 4.16 t~sec. 
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and Ward (1969). The results for a particular transient cavity pressure are shown in 
Figure 20, where the radial stress, displacement, and maximum shear stress have 
been computed as a function of normalized istance r = distance-to-hole radius from 
the source for glass and plexiglas. Looking at the maximum shear stress in Figure 20 
it is clear that fringes would separate better in the case of plexiglas than in the case 
of glass as the wave moves farther from the source. 
The principal features of Figure 18 were identified by comparing them to the 
theoretical isochromatics and isoclinics of Figure 19 and to the pulse shapes of Figure 
20. Only fractional fringe orders (n < 1) are seen in this framing camera sequence. 
The compressive and dilatational portions of P and the zero-order isochromatic 
separating them and weak S-waves are all visible in this photograph. The spreading 
effect on the isoclinics caused by superposition of P and S waves indicated, theo- 
retically, in Figure 19 can be seen, in fact, by close inspection of Figure 18. Color 
photography was also used in the study to determine absolute stress levels. 
The main emphasis of this work is to determine the effect of prestress on the genera- 
tion and radiation of seismic waves. For this reason, photoelastic experiments with 
explosive sources were repeated with prestressed plates. The plexiglas and glass plates 
were stressed in pure tension or pure shear using the stress frame. The shear was 
generated by applying equal amounts of tension and compression in the y and x 
directions, respectively. The maximum amount of stress was limited to 167 bars per 
axis by the strength of model materials. 
The static stress field is somewhat complicated by the presence of a small hole 
(drilled to place the explosive source) in the center of the plate. The radial, Zr, tangen- 
tial, as, and shear, r,-e, components of the stress around the hole of radius, a, were 
computed from 5~[uskhe]ishvili's solution (Savin, 1966), as in Thomson, et al. (1969). 
When the explosive source is fired in the prestressed plate, the dynamic stress com- 
ponents are superimposed over the static field described above, producing a compli- 
cated isochromatic and isoclinic pattern (Thomson, et al., 1969). These complications 
make it difficult to extract he dynamic radiation patterns from the framing camera 
photographs, and, therefore, strain gauge observations were used for this purpose. 
The radiation pattern of seismic waves from an explosive source in a glass plate under 
tensile stress is shown in Figure 21. In this figure, in addition to a complicated S-wave 
radiation pattern, we also see the development and growth of cracking and radiation 
from crack tips. These experiments were repeated both with plexiglas and glass plates 
under shear prestress conditions. The radiation patterns were similar to the above 
cases. In the case of prestressed plates, the shear waves were more abundant than in the 
unstressed plate experiments. 
Strain gauge measurements of P- and S-wave radiation patterns. A set of four BLH foil 
strain gauges were used to determine the azimuthal variations of P- and S-wave radia- 
tion patterns under different prestress conditions. Gauge outputs were recorded on 
oscilloscopes writing in the single-sweep mode. Each gauge had an active area of 8 X 10 
ram, and this limited its response to periods greater than 4 ~sec. In most of the experi- 
ments, strain gauges were oriented at 45 ° to the radial direction and placed at 5 
azimuths, at 0 = 0, 30, 60, and 90 °, at a distance of 16 cm from the source. Since the 
presence of symmetry was shown from framing camera pictures, instrumenting only 
one quadrant with strain gauges was sufficient for determining the radiation pattern. 
The strain gauge experiments were carried out with shots in both unstressed and 
stressed plates. In the case of unstressed plates, no significant S waves were detected 
above the noise level. In the case of prestressed plexiglass and glass plates, however, 
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FIG. 21. Isoehromatics and isoclinies from a shot in a t-in thick glass plate stressed under tension 
(45 bars). Interframe time 2.08 t~see. Note the growth of cracking. 
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well-defined S waves were recorded. The radiation patterns of P and S waves for 
plexiglas and glass plates, stressed under tension to 163 bars and 114 bars, respectively, 
are shown in Figure 22. 
Utilizing the local plane-wave formulation, strain energy can be estimated from the 
observed compressional nd shear-wave strains radiated. 
3 
w = Zp~ (9) 
i~1 
where W = energy density and pi and e~ are principal stresses and strains, respectively. 
For eompressional waves, the strain measured with a gauge oriented at 45 ° to the 
radial direction (e) is related as el = 2e and for shear waves e = el = -e2.  Thus the 
eompressional nd shear-wave strain energy density fluxes, Wp and W~, can be ex- 
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FIG. 22. Dynamic radiation patterns of P and S waves from explosive sources in prestressed plexi- 
glas and glass plates under tension, as measured by strain gauges. 
pressed as  
X--F 2u 
2 W~ = 2ue V~ (10) 
where Vp and V~ are plate and shear velocities, respectively. For plexiglas and glass 
used in this experiment, M = 0.95 X 1011 and 13.2 X 1011 dynes/era ~,respectively. 
The corresponding rigidities for plexiglas and glass are p = 0.143 X 1011 and 2.5 X 1011 
dynes/era 2. 
From the radiation patterns of Figure 22, it is clear that the S-wave radiation 
can be explained by either a dipole or double-couple type source having approximately 
a sin 20 azimuthal dependence. The P-wave radiation is less clear since the contribution 
from the explosion as well as radiation due to prestress are superimposed. It  is apparent 
that the radiation pattern for P would be approximated by a function of 0 of the form 
(A 4- B cos~0) where A and B are constants, suggesting again the dipole source with 
the addition of an isotropic component. 
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Inspecting the radiation patterns displayed in Figure 22, we are faced with two 
questions: (1) where does the S-wave energy come from, and (2) what is the reason for 
the skewness in the P-wave radiation patterns? Let us first consider the energy ques- 
tion. We can compute the P- and S-wave energies by integrating the energy fluxes 
given in (10) for the duration of the pulse first, and then integrating over the radia- 
tion pattern. 
At the level of approximation being used here, we can evaluate these integrals by 
fitting each of the eompressional nd dilatational half-cycles of strain-wave forms with 
a half sine wave. Integrating the flux azimuthaily, allowing for the radiation pattern, 
we obtain approximate xpressions for the total energy Ez and Es in P and S waves 
for each haif-eycle of duration to 
Ep ~-- lrhpVp3A 245tor 
3 2 Es ~--- 7rhpVs B45tor (11) 
where h is the model thickness, r is the distance of the strain gauge from the source, 
and A45 and B45 are peak strain-gauge r adings for the P and S waves, respectively, in
the recorded interval under study; the gauges are assumed to be located at the peak 
of the radiation pattern and oriented at s /4 to the radius vector from the source. For 
gauges not located at the peak of the radiation pattern, an additional correction was 
applied in obtaining total energy values as discussed subsequently in connection with 
the radiation patterns. For three shots shown in Figure 22 (shots No. 13028, 13029, 
13030), the corresponding P-wave energies (averaged from the observations at each 
gauge) are: 313, 231 and 143 X 105 ergs. The S-wave energies are 49.3, 3.72 and 0.73 X 
105 ergs. The corresponding tensile prestress figures are 163, 163, and 114 bars. Note 
that the first two shots are in plexiglas and the third in pyrex glass. 
The S-wave energies cannot come from the conversion of the explosive nergy into S 
waves since very little if any S waves are generated by the explosions in unstressed 
plates. Thus, we must look into the energy release from the stressed plate. The ex- 
plosion crushes a small circular egion of the plate around the shot point. This normally 
does not exceed a radius of 1 cm. Beyond this region, some radial cracks extend to 
greater distances. If all of the strain energy in a zone of radius al is radiated as seismic 
energy, the total amount will be 
1 ~ ~ 2e 2 
~- o'iei = 7ral  h- -  (12) EaT [Tral~h] 2 ~1 E 
where E is Young's modulus and was determined from observed plate-wave velocities 
and h is the plate thickness. Equation (12) gives a good approximation to the upper 
limit of the available seismic energy if al is taken to be the radius of the "quasi-elastic" 
cracked zone (Archambeau and Sammis, 1970). The problem that arises in estimating 
the energy from (12) is that of the definition of the cracked zone radius. In our ex- 
periments, the approximate values for the radius of the totally crushed and extensively 
cracked zone were about 0.4 cm and 1 cm, respectively. The values of Esr for the 
strain levels of shots 13028, 13029 and 13030 are tabulated in Table 2 for the larger 
value of a (= 1 cm). Comparing these figures with the previously given wave energies, 
it will be apparent hat the available strain energy is smaller than the total energy 
radiated as S waves for a = 1 cm. 
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We should further consider that not all of the available strain energy is radiated as 
seismic energy in the spectral range of our measurements, and this, too, must be 
divided into P and S waves. Thus, it is clear that a source region much larger than the 
crushed zone must be considered. This leads us to consider elaxation of the medium 
along the cracks that radiate to greater distances from the source than those considered 
in Table 2. The cracking phenomenon will be discussed below. 
The second problem we must consider is the skewness of the P-wave radiation 
pattern. This phenomenon, apparent, on our radiation patterns, can also be seen on the 
data of Kim and Kisslinger (1967). It cannot be attributed to asymmetry of the shot 
since it occurs only in the prestressed experiments. Since there is a contribution to P 
waves from the radiation of the strain energy due to the relaxation of the plate, then 
the mechanism of this relaxation must be taken into account. From the above discus- 
sion, as well as from the description of the cracking in the next section, the growth of 
the cracks does affect the radiation pattern. Furthermore, where cracks extend close 
to the observation position, the growth can be characterized as a unilateral tensile 
fault. This presumably is due to the scattering effect of the shattered region behind the 
crack tips on radiation not projected broadly in the direction of crack propagation. 
TABLE 2 
OBSERVED S WAVE AND CALCULATED MAXIMUM AVAILABLE 
ENERGIES FOR EXPLOSIONS IN PRESTRESSED 
PLEXIGLAS AND GLASS PLATES 
Maximum 
Tensile Observed S-Wave Available Strain Shot No. Medium Prestress (bars) Energy (ergs) Energy (a = 1 cm) 
(ergs) 
13028 Plexiglas 163 49.3 X 105 2.84 X 105 
13029 Plexiglas 163 (?) 3.72 X 105 2.84 X 105 
13030 Glass 114 0.73 N 105 0.16 X 105 
We have computed the radiation pattern of a unilateral tensile fault propagating 
perpendicular to the tension axis, utilizing Ant and Williams' (1959) formulation as 
given by Savage and Mansinha (1963). The radiation patterns for P and S waves are 
proportional to 
c(1 - 2Vs 2 cos 20/Vp2)/(V~ - c cos 0) 
and 
c sin 20/ (Vs  - -  c cos 0) (13) 
respectively, where c is the crack velocity. In our experiments, the observed radiation 
patterns of Figure 22 have an additional isotropie component due to the explosive 
source affecting the P-wave radiation patterns. A set of theoretical radiation patterns 
were calculated using (13) with the addition of various isotropie components. These 
are shown in Figure 23 for plexiglas. 
Two aspects of Figure 23 are noteworthy. (a) Increasing crack propagation velocity 
produces a shift of the radiation pattern maximum in the direction of crack propagation, 
and (b) increasing the isotropic component, while broadening the radiation pattern, 
does not change the position of the maximum. 
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Inspecting the shift in the radiation pattern of P-waves from tile observations of 
Figure 22 and comparing this to the theoretical shift, it is apparent that a crack velocity 
of 0.6 V~ is consistent with observations for both materials. In reducing the strain- 
gauge observations to wave energy, as listed in Table 2, gauge observations were cor- 
rected for the radiation pattern effects. 
Near source phenomenon and crack propagation. The stresses in the immediate 
a = 1 .852# 
(Up)I = 2.0 
(Up) C 
c = .200,8 c = .600~e 
I.'0 
[ 
1.0 
(Up)t = 1.0 
(Up) C 
(Up)I = 0.5 
(Up) C 
I!o 
,.5 ,.'o 
CRACK PROPAGATION 
FIG. 23. Theoretical P-  and S-wave radiat ion patterns from a tensile fault plus explosion in 
glass. Each curve is individual ly normalized to its extreme value, a, ¢~ are compressional nd shear 
velocities in the plate, c = crack propagation velocity. Up/UPc is the ratio of the strength of the 
isotropic component to tensile crack component. 
vicinity of the explosion are very high and may reach hundreds of kilobars. This easily 
exceeds the compressive strength of the material, and a crushed zone which extends 
from a few millimeters to a centimeter or more, depending on the shot size and the 
medium, is developed. As the stress wave propagates outward from the shot point, 
the pressure falls gradually until the elastic limit of the material is reached. Between 
the crushed and elastic zones, there is a region of radial cracking produced by the tensile 
failure during the unloading (dilatational) phase of the stress waves. Because of the 
importance of this region for the radiation patterns of seismic waves, great emphasis 
was placed on understanding its properties in our dynamic photoelastic experiments. 
The immediate source region of an explosion in ~-in-thick glass plate is shown in 
Figure 24. The evaporated zone (totally dark) and the crushed zone are indicated 
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very clearly. The initial radial cracks are visible along the inner edges of the iso- 
chromatics. 
In unstressed plate experiments, the radial cracks are distributed isotropieMly and 
grow in radial directions. In the ease of prestressed plates, initially the cracks do start 
radially. However, after some time, the cracks either stop growing or turn in the direc- 
tion dictated by the stress axes. In the ease of plates under tension, the favored irec- 
tion of growth is perpendicular to the tension axis. 
The propagation ofexplosion-induced cracks in glass plate under tension is shown in 
FIG. 24. Immediate source region of an explosive source in ~-in thick pyrex plate glass, showing 
dynamic cracking and isochromatic fringe pattern. Picture taken 12 ~sec after detonation. Expo- 
sure time is 0.1 t~sec. 
Figures 25, a, b, c, d. The preferred growth (in direction perpendicular to stress axis) 
and the radiation of seismic energy from the cracks (light zones) are indicated clearly. 
The stress concentration at crack tips is visible. The dark areas are the stress-free 
(relaxed) regions. 
In addition to the above observations, we have been able to determine the velocity 
of the crack propagation by following the progress of crack tips in successive frames. 
By repeating this for shots at different stress levels, we have also been able to obtain 
the prestress dependence of the terminal velocity. The results for a glass plate are shown 
in Figure 26. First of all, the velocities "indicated are terminal velocities. We could not 
determine the acceleration phase of the crack growth since our measurements could not 
begin before 2 cm radial distance. Secondly, there were variations in velocities between 
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c = 0.7 and 1.7 km/sec ,  when short as well as long cracks were measured. This  range 
is ind icated in F igure 26. 
The highest crack velocity in unstressed glass p late is c = 1.70 4- 0.03 k in/see.  The 
rat ios of this veloci ty to p late-eompressional  and shear velocit ies are c /V~ = 0.32 
FIG. 25. Dynamic photoelastic soclinic and isochromatic patterns produced by radial explo- 
sive source in ~-in thick pyrex glass plate. Tensional prestress in vertical direction of 45 bars is 
applied to plate. Polarizer and analyzer polarization axes are at 45 ° and 135 ° with respect to hori- 
zontal. Effective exposure time for each frame is 0.25 #sec. A, B, C, and D frames were taken at 
26.0, 42.7, 53.1, and 55.2 ~sec after detonation. 
and c /V~ = 0.51, respectively.  For  the glass plate stressed to 114 bars tension, the 
dynamic  crack veloci ty was c = 1.84 4- 0.02 km/sec  and the rat ios were c /Vp  = 0.35 
and c /V~ = 0.55. The intermediate (45 bar )  tension prestress case gave values the 
same as the unstressed case with in the exper imental  error. 
I t  would be useful to compare our values of crack velocit ies with theoret ical  predic- 
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tion as well as other experimental results. There have been extensive theoretical studies 
of crack propagation (Liebowitz, Vols. I and II, 1968; Tetelman and MeEvilly, 1967; 
and Cottrell, 1970). Very briefly, a necessary condition for the propagation of an ellip- 
tical elastic tensile crack is that the maximum tensile stress at its tip reach the theo- 
retical cohesive strength. For completely brittle and elastic solids where the elastic 
limit is much greater than the cohesive stress, the Grittith relation can be applied. 
Considering the crack to be a thin ellipsoid with semi-major and minor axes l and h, 
the incremental release of the stored elastic strain energy (WE) is equal to the incre- 
mental increase of surface nergy (Ws) as new surface is created. At the tip of the crack, 
there is a strong stress concentration. The transfer of this elastic energy to moving the 
adjacent points apart at the crack tip limits the velocity of the crack growth. With 
these physical models, an expression can be derived for the propagation velocity of the 
crack (Tetelman and McEvilly, 1967) 
[ Ws~ /2 [1 -  8g(1 -t- ,)'Vsl~/2 
c -- 0.38 Vp 1 - ~ . j  = 0.38 Vp ~r221 (14) 
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FIG. 26. Growth velocity of explosion-induced cracks in a glass plate. In unstressed plates 
there is a range of velocities depending on the crack length as shown above. In plates under ten- 
sion, the crack growth is favored in directions perpendicular to the stress axis. Parallel to stress 
axis, velocity is low and cracks either stop growing or change direction. 
where c = crack velocity, V, = compressional velocity (plate velocity in our case) 
and W, = surface nergy of crack. Wr = strain energy in the crack, ~,, = unit surface 
energy and ~ -- theoretical strength, 1 = half crack length and v = Poisson's ratio. 
For soda-lime glasses, for example, approximate values are 7~ ~ 103 ergs/cm 2 and 
~ 109 dynes/cm 2 (Shand, 1961). From these, it is clear that the second term in 
the brackets is fairly small and the maximum theoretical crack velocity is c = 0.38 
V~. This theoretical value is in agreement with some other predictions for tensile 
fractures in brittle materi'al where a value of about c -- 0.63 V, is obtained (Yoffe, 
1951; Mansinha, 1964). There have been other theoretical derivations relating the 
terminal crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity (Baker, 1962; Broberg, 1960; Craggs, 
1960; Kaehanov, 1961; Stroh, 1957). In these eases where crack velocity coincides 
with Rayleigh velocity, the theoretical values differ from others, unless the Rayleigh 
velocity is taken to be lower at the crack tip. 
The effect of prestress in the material is to increase stress concentration and the 
strain energy W~, while reducing the bonding energy Ws. Thus, as the prestress level 
increases, Ws/WE approaches zero, and the crack velocity reaches its asymptotic 
value of c ~ 0.38 V~. 
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The agreement between our measured values of crack velocity and the theoretical 
values of equation (14) is very good, both in absolute value and prestress dependence. 
The observed values are slightly lower than the theoretical values based on perfectly 
brittle behavior. This is expected since there is always ome plastic deformation i the 
fracture process, and soft glasses always fail to reach the predicted terminal velocities. 
There have been other measurements of crack velocities in glass (Schardin, 1959) 
and gabbro (Bieniawski, 1966) plates. These values are in excellent agreement with 
ours .  
The implications of the explosion-induced crack growth in terms of the radiation 
pattern of seismic waves from underground explosions are significant. First of all, the 
cracking extends the source region, and also provides the means of converting some 
explosion energy into seismic waves of complicated radiation pattern. This radiation, 
however, is isotropic in the case of unstressed media. In the presence of a stress field or 
tectonic lineations, the cracks grow in a preferred irection and to greater lengths, 
resulting in coherent radiation of tectonic strain energy as well as some converted 
explosion energy. Even under ideal experimental conditions, however, some com- 
plexities are introduced into the radiation patterns due to the presence of several cracks, 
and irregularities in growth. These may explain the deviations of some data points 
from the idealized composite radiation patterns, in the case of field observations such 
as those of Figures 4 and 8. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
So far in this paper, we have described separately: (1) the source properties of 
several underground explosions as derived from the analysis of seismograms, and (2) 
the results of a series of laboratory experiments dealing with explosive sources in pre- 
stressed media. In this section, we will combine the results of both studies to explain 
the mechanisms of Love-wave generation and tectonic strain release by explosions. 
The main results of field data analysis and the associated laboratory experiments 
are the following: 
1. All explosions detonated in hard media (granite, rhyolite, tuff) generate some 
Love waves at or in the immediate vicinity of the source (see Table 1). Laboratory 
experiments indicate that the transverse waves are generated primarily because of the 
existence of a stress field. Even in brittle materials such as glass, under unstressed con- 
ditions, few transverse waves are generated by an explosive source compared to the 
prestressed ease. 
2. The Love- and Rayleigh-wave radiation patterns can be explained by a composite 
source consisting of an isotropic explosive source plus a double-couple source. It was 
assumed that the double-couple component was horizontal (pure strike-slip, vertical 
fault plane). With the available scattered data, it is not possible to determine uniquely 
and reliably more definite source models pecifying all of the parameters (strike, dip 
angle, slip direction, magnitude) of the source function. 
3. The strength of the double-couple source relative to the explosion (F value) 
increases with increasing strength of the medium as shown in Table 1. It should be 
remembered that: (a) F is period dependent, and the value listed in the Table 1 is 
applicable at T ~ 15 to 20 sec, and (b), in general, the F value listed is a lower bound 
since we assumed a vertical strike-slip source function for Love-wave generation. 
This is the most efficient radiator of Love waves, relative to Rayleigh waves. Any other 
double-couple source model that may fit the observed ata would have a larger F 
value. 
4. The orientation ofthe strike of the double couple, in general, is in agreement with 
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the strike of the tectonic fiber as determined from the existing faults, strikes of earth- 
quakes, and the aftershocks following the large explosions uch as BENHAM (Hamil- 
ton and Healy, 1969; Kehrer, 1969; McKeown and Dickey, 1969; ToksSz, et al., 
1965). This phenomenon is in agreement with what was observed in the experiments 
with an explosive point source in prestressed plates, where growth of the cracks and 
the radiation pattern of S waves were governed by the principal stresses. 
5. The corrected spectra nd the resulting time functions for the Love and Rayleigh 
waves showed that the Love-wave spectra were relatively richer at longer periods than 
Rayleigh-wave spectra. In fact, BILBY data as well as others indicate that the spectra 
of Love waves generated by the explosions are similar to those of comparable magnitude 
earthquakes. Explosion generated Rayleigh waves, on the other hand, have spectra 
shifted to shorter periods (ToksSz, et al., 1965; Molnar, et al., 1969; ToksSz, et al., 
1971). Our one-dimensional l boratory experiments also show that the time function 
of stress relaxation, generated in a prestressed rod, is of much lower frequency com- 
pared to those of the explosions (see Figure 15). 
6. The energy of the double-couple component of the source holds the main clue to 
the source of this energy and the mechanism of its release. Although it is difficult to 
compute the total energy, at all frequencies, the power of the double-couple source rela- 
tive to the explosion at T ~-~ 20 sec is proportional to F 2 (Table 1). The theoretical 
estimations of the strain energy release due to the introduction of a cavity in the pre- 
stressed medium are hampered by the lack of direct knowledge of prestress (Press and 
Archambeau, 1962; ToksSz et al., 1965; Archambeau and Sammis, 1970; Smith et aI., 
1969). The laboratory experiments provide some answers. From the strained rod 
experiments, we see that the S-wave strain amplitude increases linearly with pre- 
stress (Figure 16) as expected theoretically. The calculations carried out using data 
from unstressed plate experiments show that relaxation around the cavity alone can- 
not account for the radiated strain energy. This combined with the observed S-wave 
radiation patterns, requiring a growing crack, suggest that relaxation associated with 
extended cracking contributes ignificantly to the radiation of strain energy in pre- 
stressed media. In the case of field testing, relaxation of the medium occurs both Mong 
the newly-formed extended cracks (faults) and as movement along pre-existing fault 
zones. Strain measurements around the Nevada Test Site show this (Dickey, 1969). 
7. Based on field studies as well as our laboratory experiments, we can state that 
explosions in prestressed media release some of the strain energy, and the mechanism 
of the release of this energy is similar to that of an earthquake. The amount of tectonic 
strain energy released epends trongly on the pre-existing stress level. Explosion- 
induced cracking controls the radiation pattern and the extent of tectonic strain 
energy release. The explosion cavity alone cannot account for all of the energy release. 
The radiation patterns of seismic waves are frequently complicated by the growth 
of cracks with finite velocities and relaxations along different faults and cracks. 
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